Customer Implementation Snapshot

Guilford County supports financial
forecasting with Infor Lawson Enterprise
Financial Management
Business case
•

Take advantage of Infor 10x software’s unparalleled
flexibility to ensure a faster and streamlined upgrade
process now and in the future.

•

Eliminate the costs associated with maintaining an in-house
IT infrastructure including hardware and support staff.

•

Employ secure and reliable data infrastructure technology to
improve disaster recovery.

Facts at a glance
Product: Infor® Lawson Enterprise Financial
Management
Industry: Public Sector
Country: United States
Go-live date: April 27, 2015
Number of users: 300
Number of sites: 1
Locations of site: Greensboro, NC
Deployment: Cloud
“We are constantly looking for ways to
streamline our technology infrastructure to
better serve our citizens. By investing in
Infor UpgradeX, we are able to migrate our
core systems to a consolidated cloud-based
platform that is cost-effective and reliable.”

Why Infor?
Infor delivers:
•

Dramatic increases in the value of business applications
with innovative software capable of utilizing social and
mobile platforms.

•

Modernized software platform using Infor’s UpgradeX
streamlined implementation process.

Implementation experience
•

Gained a simple, clear path for migrating to the
Infor 10x platform via a single tenant cloud deployment
that is hosted through a strategic partnership with
Amazon Web Services (AWS).

•

Aligned the county’s technology with a disaster
recovery initiative.

•

Allowed a relatively seamless transition with limited
training required.

•

Improved technology budget planning with the ability to
forecast annual fees and expenditures and avoid requesting
additional budget for upgrades.

—Hemant Desai, CIO, Guilford County

About the organization
Located in North Carolina (NC), Guilford
County has a population of more than
500,000 as of 2013, making it the third
most populous county in NC. Formed in 1771,
an additional county court was added to
the Highpoint, NC area. A focal point for
civil rights in the early 1850s, Guilford County
has become a pioneer in manufacturing
and education with sustained growth
in recent years. To learn more, visit
www.myguilford.com.
641 Avenue of the Americas

New York, NY 10011

“I am very pleased by how well the cutover weekend went
with Infor Consulting Services and Infor Application
Management Services. We have now equipped ourselves
with flexible technology protected in a secure infrastructure
using Infor 10x technology.”
—Sherri Penn, Enterprise Application Manager,
Guilford County
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